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The Cyc and Flood range are the big brothers of the Minifloods and utilise the 189mm linear lamps to give a choice of power rating up to 1250W for lighting the largest cycs evenly.

The product line covers five different variations: The FLOOD 1250 Single floodlight, as well as 4 different products with asymmetrical reflectors – the CYC 1250 Single, Double, 4-In-Line unit and the Cube arrangement to match all applications up to the requirements of the largest studios and theatres. An optional floor stand set allows units to be used to serve as a groundrow. All are available both in manual and pole operated versions.

The housing features die cast aluminium side panels, a quick-change reflector, and a mesh-less double protection glass. A specially designed accessory holder eliminates any risk of the filter frame and protective glass from coming out unintentionally. The housing design optimises the operating temperature to maximise lamp and component life. The double protection glass guarantees a long lifetime for the colour filters.

With the optimised reflector for the powerful 1250W tungsten halogen lamp, the new CYC 1250 and FLOOD 1250 range offers top quality lighting and excellent light output.

Features of the ARRI CYC / FLOOD 1250 range:
- Rugged lightweight casing construction
- Optimised reflector
- High light efficiency with 189mm 1250W lamps
- Double protection glass for longer filter life
- Quick-release filter frames
- Integrated carrying handle
- Available in both manual and pole operated version
- Available as Single, Double, 4-In-Line and 4-Cube

For further information: www.arri.com
ARRI MINIFLOOD & MINICYC

The ARRI MINIFLOOD and asymmetric MINICYC compliment the Arrilite and Junior lampheads for portable and small studio lighting wherever large area coverage is required. The rugged, corrosion resistant aluminium housings are built to the same high standards as ARRI spotlights for reliability and long service life.

The widely available 119mm linear lamps offer a choice of power and voltage up to 1000W operation. Both reflector variations are supplied with integral two leaf extendable doors as standard and three different colour options are available.

Features of the MINIFLOOD and MINICYC 1000 range:

- Compact construction utilising 119mm lamp
- Optimised reflector
- High light efficiency
- 2-leaf extendable barndoor as standard
- With symmetrical or asymmetrical reflectors
- Available in three different casing colours

Technical Data:

**ARRI MINIFLOOD 1000W**
- **Length (mm):** 140H x 267W x 110L
- **Weight (kg):** 1.6
- **Lamp:** P2/11 800W 230V P2/20 1000W 230V
- **Base:** R7s

**Light Output (lux):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throw (m)</th>
<th>2m</th>
<th>3m</th>
<th>4m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output (lx)</td>
<td>2363</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accessories:**

- Small Kit Stand LS.1
- Mini Turtle Base LS.003M

**ARRI MINICYC 1000W**
- **Length (mm):** 140H x 267W x 110L
- **Weight (kg):** 1.6
- **Lamp:** P2/11 800W 230V P2/20 1000W 230V
- **Base:** R7s

**Accessories:**

- Small Kit Stand LS.1
- Mini Turtle Base LS.003M

1000 lux gives correct exposure for 200ASA film with aperture f4 at 24fps 1/48th sec.

In order to maintain the highest standards, ARRI reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.
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ARRI FLOOD 1250
1250W

Colours:
Manual: L1.84306.0
P.O.: L1.84300.0

Technical Data:
Length (mm): 400H x 410W x 195L
Weight (kg): 5.0
Lamp: P2/10 625W/230V
P2/7 1000W/230V
P2/12 1250W/230V
Base: R7s

Light Output:
Throw

Distance 1m
Distance 2m
Distance 3m

Accessories:
4-leaf barndoor L2.84240.0
Diffuser frame L2.84245.0
Floor stand set L2.84223.0

ARRI CYC 1250
1250W

Colours:
Manual: L1.84206.0
P.O.: L1.84200.0

Technical Data:
Length (mm): 400H x 410W x 195L
Weight (kg): 5.0
Lamp: P2/10 625W/230V
P2/7 1000W/230V
P2/12 1250W/230V
Base: R7s

Accessories:
Diffuser frame L2.84245.0
Floor stand set L2.84223.0

ARRI CYC 1250, Double
2 x 1250W

Colours:
Manual: L1.84216.0
P.O.: L1.84210.0

Technical Data:
Length (mm): 445H x 710W x 195L
Weight (kg): 8.0
Lamp: P2/10 625W/230V
P2/7 1000W/230V
P2/12 1250W/230V
Base: R7s

Accessories:
Diffuser frame L2.84245.0
Floor stand set L2.84223.0

Light Output for Single Cyc 1250W Positioned Vertically:

![Graph showing light output for single cyc 1250W Positioned Vertically]
ARRI CYC 1250, 4-In-Line
4 x 1250W

Colours:
P.O.: L1.84220.I

Technical Data:
Length (mm): 400H x 1370W x 195L
Weight (kg): 14
Lamp: P2/10 625W/230V
P2/7 1000W/230V
P2/12 1250W/230V
Base: R7s

Accessories:
Diffuser frame
L2.84245.0
Floor stand set
L2.84223.0

ARRI CYC 1250, 4-Cube
4 x 1250W

Colours:
P.O.: L1.84230.I

Technical Data:
Length (mm): 830H x 710W x 195L
Weight (kg): 15.5
Lamp: P2/10 625W/230V
P2/7 1000W/230V
P2/12 1250W/230V
Base: R7s

Accessories:
Diffuser frame
L2.84245.0

ARRI Original Accessories
LS.635  Super Clamp, Quick Action
LE.6000.A  Spigot 16 mm
LS.137CB  Safety Cable

Photometric Calculator

Installation of ARRI CYC in the Munich theatre